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The origins o f iegat hermeneutics go back to the time when the founda
tions o f Graeco-Roman thought were iaid and in terms o f themes, it is
retated both to disciphnes outside iaw (as for instance, phiiosophica)
hermeneutics, phiioiogica) hermeneutics and theoiogica! hermeneutics),
those within iaw (as for instance, iegat methodoiogy, iegai dogmatics and
the study o f iegai argumentation) and those occurring within and without
iaw (as ibr instance, rhetoric).
Attractive as it seems, it is misieading to compare the rciationship
between iegai hermeneutics and phiiosophicai hermeneutics to that o f the
/z/n/csop/n' o/7mv and
it wouid be a mistake to draw a paratiei between the two reiationships because the phiiosophy of iaw was con
fined to absorbing phiiosophica] imputses and, in tact, untii the )8th and
i9th centuries, its history remained within the confines o f phiiosophy. By
contrast, iegai hermeneutics piayed a
rote in the tormádon of
phiiosophicai hermeneutics. The major part of the issues addressed by
iegai hermeneutics iay outside phiiosophicai hermeneutics. What is mo
re, it was iegai hermeneutics that ient impetus to phiiosophicai hermeneu
tics - as pointed out by Hans-Gcorg Gadamcr in his seminai work:
Hermeneutic theories appeared in German thought at the beginning
o f the i?"' century. O f the numerous works, mention shouid be made of
that o f Doneiius (Cow/ng/7for/7 r/c h/re c7wV/, 1589) and Forsters
(A;fe//7/'c.s', .siv<? ¡r/c
/M/A Á'/vw ¿A/o, Í6Í3).' Neither of
them moved towards historicai and phiioiogicai interpretation; they
adhered to the tradition o f 7b/7/Arv. They offered a cataiogue o f topoi as
' In my outhne o f phiiosophica) devetopnients before Savigny, ) retied on the foüowing
anatyses: Schroder )992, )997: 8-28, Schotz )992 and Krawietz [983.
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aids for interpretation. Bearing them in mind, they wrote o f three types of
interpretation: expansive, restrictive and deciarative. Thomasius
(4n.s'A'A;//;g <r/er
] 6 9 1) brought a spectacuiar turn-about in
the fletd o f iega) hermeneutics as he put the notion o f reason in the focus
of interpretation. He stated that the principa) method o f reveaiing the
meaning o f taws was reasoning, tn case the text o f a taw is obscure and it
is impossible to find out precisety what the tegistator meant, then it
shoutd be supposed that he meant what is prescribed by naturat taw
because naturat taw is atways reasonabte. The same method was fot towed
by other German authors during the t8th century, as for instance,
Chtadenius (FAi/eAn/ig zn/* ;7cAAgeH /iu.sVegn/;g vi?r/7:'A?/A'gcr Acr/e;;
.$'cA/'////cY;, t742), Eckhard (/Ve7V77e/?ei//;'cr7 /u/'/'.s', t750) and Meier
<r///ge/ncA?<:v; /!;7.s7eg777;g.s'Ai//!.sY, t757).
Let me catt the reader's attention to two important aspects in this
connection:
- Those thinkers onty referred to naturat taw when they missed po
sitive data, that is, when their doubts stemmed from the oA.?cH/*/(y
of the text o f a taw. Consequent^, that method o f interpretation
was not meant to overrute ctear and unequivocal positive tegat
rutes based on the rationahty of natural taw. That was ruted out
also because those thinkers took it for granted that the taws
expressed the requirements o f naturat taw: laws that were formutated in a ctear language did so precisety, those put in an obscure
way, did so impreciscty.
- Reference to natural taw coutd onty ptay a key rote untit naturat
taw was understood to have precedence over positive taw. As from
the second half o f the !8th century however some thinkers stated
that positive taw had preference over naturat taw (as for instance,
Putter: TVeMer fb/'.s;/cA eA?<?r .7;/f;'.s'A.s'c7?cn C/?cyi7o/7&AY
MAAoAo/og/e, 1767) and they shifted elsewhere the emphases of
interpretation. Yet placing emphasis on reason was so influentia)
that this approach atso appeared in interpretations based on tegat
positivism, tn cases when the text o f a taw was obscure even
thinkers who adhered to tegat interpretations as based on tegat po
sitivism referred to reason, except that in their case it was not rea
son as it coutd be deducted from naturat taw but that deductibte
from the rutes o f positive taw. Such an approach can be seen in the
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work of, for instance, Zachariä (kcr.yMc/!
<r/e.s' /A'cA/.s', 1805), who stated that the reason behind
a text couid be revealed, in addition to interpretation, by the
employment o f anaiogy and induction. Such works indicate that
even before Savigny, issues of legal interpretation played an
important ro!e in German legal thought.
The legal henneneutics that exerts a formative influence on relevant
legal literature down to our days emerged in the first half o f the 19"' centu
ry and is associated with Savigny's name. With time many o f Savigny's
tenets underwent a partial transformation and were augmented by new
ones, yet they still form an important part of the canon o f legal interpreta
tion at the threshold of the 21" century. His outstanding influence can prob
ably be explained by the fact that Savigny, who defined jurisprudence as a
historical and philosophical discipline, both worked out a methodology and
demonstrated its practical application. The first half o f the 19'" century saw
another breakthrough in philosophical henneneutics: Schleiermacher
worked out the methodology of universal hermeneutics (Schlcicrmacher
1838). As the two thinkers worked at the same time and some o f the issues
they dealt with were similar - methods of interpreting texts - evident is the
question if the one had an influence on the other. The question is even mo
re intriguing as experts sharply disagree about it. Dilthey, who was the first
to subject Schleiermacher's life work to serious scrutiny and who reformed
hermeneutics, said Schlcicrmacher had an influence on Savigny. hi recent
decades the German Rottleuthncr has taken a similar position. By contrast,
Krawictz explicitly challenged that view, and Esser went as far as speaking
of a reverse influence, namely that Savigny's writings had given inspiration
to Schlciermacher. (Rottleuthner 1976: 10-11, Krawictz 1983: 368, Esser
1972: 136) How to explain such profound differences in views?
If we look at a chronological list o f Schteiermacher's writings, it will
be clear that, as from 1819, he expounded his hermeneutic thoughts in
several lectures. Having obtained access to his literary estate, Lücke pre
pared those texts to publication a few years after his death.
(Schleiermacher 1838) By contrast, Savigny's work on legal hermeneu
tics: Volume 1. of
<r/as' /?<?n//ge/7
AVcA/.s', was only pub
lished in 1840. Such an order would prompt that Savigny was on the
receiving end o f influence. However, taking a closer look at the literary
estates of both thinkers, we have to take another position. Savigny out-
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lined his ideas on the methods of tegat hermeneutics as earty as at the tum
o f i 802-1803 in his lecture entitied "Juristische Methodenlehre", whiie
Schleiermacher's eariiest notes on the subject date back to )804. (Baden
1977: 111-112) Answering the question which o f the two had an influ
ence on the other has been difficult said because Savigny's early work
came out in 1951, as edited by Wesenberg (Savigny 1951), and a collection
o f his lectures from 1802-1842 on legal methodology, edited by
Mazzacane, was published in 1993 (Savigny 1993). Taking all these pieces
of information into consideration, it would be unjustified to claim cither that
Schleiermacher had an influence on Savigny or the other way round. Most
probably they developed their theories independently from each other.
Let us now take a closer look at Savigny's methodology, which is so
important for legal hermeneutics. As for its basic tenet, the lecture lie wrote
as a young man does not differ from his magnum opus of later years. He
defined interpretation as the "reconstruction of the thought inherent in a
law." (Savigny 1840/1.: 214) But as far as the concrete methods of recon
struction are concerned, one can identify some modification in Savigny's
career as a thinker. In his early work he differentiated between the philo
sophical, historical and interpretative discussion of law; and he named the
grammatical, logical and historical interpretation as the aids of the latter.
(Savigny 1951: 19) In that early stage of his career the systematic approach
was attached to a philosophical description of law and the systematic
approach (named as such) only appeared among the aids of his interpreta
tion of law later on. Let us stress that it was not a sweeping change but rather
a step towards higher precision. There is however a more important, conccptional difference between the two works. In interpretation "Juristische
Methodenlehrc" focuses on the text of the law concerned, while
c/e.s'
/Aw/AcAe/? /AY'/;/.s' examines the legal significance of typica) living
conditions, that is, /eg;//
In the course of interpretation the his
torical dimension becomes highly important also because Savigny took the
transformation of legal institutions throughout the ages as granted. Unlike in
the work he wrote as a young man, he did not treat the legal instrument as
g/vi77 and f/Á/ no/ .s'/'/n/j/y nc/r/cc/ a historical dimension to its interpretation.
Instead, he was of the opinion that the text of a law could only be examined
based on historically changing legal institutions.
The four methods o f reconstructing the thought that is inherent in a
text are not independent from one another. Consequently, we cannot
choose from them as we please. Instead, they need to be amalgamated if
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interpretation is to be successful (Savigny 1840/1.: 2)5) However,
reiiance on those principtes is only sufficient if the taws arc appropriatcty worded. In such cases it is possibte to deduct from the text o f the law
the legislators' original idea. When however a law is obscure, interpreta
tion requires both the examination o f the causes that necessitated legisla
tion and the examination o f the legislative procedure. (Savigny 1840/1.:
235-236) In addition to exploring the causes that motivated legislation, it
might atso be useful to consider the aims that are defined by the text o f
the taw. In that respect Savigny was a forerunner o f the so-called /e/eo/og/co/ interpretation, even if he never involved that to the basic methods
o f interpretation.
Discussing Savigny's hermeneutics, it is inevitable to note that it was
his theoretical premise that interpretation was the reconstruction o f a
thought that had been inherent in the text o f the taw right from its formutation. Hence it followed that Savigny warned those engaged in interpre
ting: interpretation must not go beyond the tine when a new right is begot.
(Savigny 1840/1.: 238) As has been seen, interpretation must not give rise
to a new right; it atways has to remain within the sphere o f the apptication o f taw.
Later on Savigny's above-described mode! underwent the fottowing
changes: it incorporated new components and was parity transformed.
What was referred to as togicat interpretation became part o f what has
become known as systematic interpretation; and a fourth one, catted teteotogicat interpretation emerged. With time emphasis shifted on separating
subjective interpretation from the objective one. The first one coutd be
paraphrased tike this: 'what meaning is attached to a particutar choice of
words by the tegistators.' Objective interpretation coutd be paraphrased
as fottows: 'what is the meaning of the taw concerned.'
During the earty decades of the 20"' century the severat rivat tenden
cies in tegat thought varied in the importance they ascribed to tegat
hermeneutics. For Ehrtich, who taid the foundations o f tegat sociotogy
and deatt with sociotogy as a factuat schotarship, the methodotogicat
probtems o f understanding (as for instance, the understanding o f tegat
norms) were onty o f secondary importance. Onty with the works o f Max
Weber did understanding (№*.sVe/?e/;) become a constitutive issue o f socio
togy. That opened the road to the discussion of the hermeneutic probtems
o f tegat sociotogy. At that time however the practitioners o f tegat socio
togy (which was on the way of becoming a disciptine in its own right)
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failed to utilize that opportunity even if they couid have received powerful
inspiration both from Weber's 'understanding' methodology and from the
field of philosophy or, to be more exact, Dilthey, who redirected attention
to hermeneutics.
Among adherents o f legal positivism in the first half o f the 20th cen
tury, Kelsen and Radbruch voiced noteworthy ideas on legal hermeneu
tics in their early works. In his chief work on legal theory, entitled
/?cc/?A/c/7/'e, (1934) Kelsen discussed hermeneutics in connection with
what he called a hierarchical arrangement o f law, which for him meant
that higher norms regulated and thus explained lower norms. At the bot
tom o f the hierarchical order there is a judicial sentence, i.e., a norm that
is only valid for a single case. Higher norms only determine the frame
work for judicial action. There is always a smaller or greater room of
manoeuvre left for deliberation, and that is filled by interpretation. Kelsen
makes it a point to emphasize that there is no so-called .s'/ng/c right inter
pretation. Interpretation is an unremovable concomitant o f the activities
o f legal practitioners because applicable norms always allow room for
manoeuvre.
Radbruch, in the first stage o f his career, when his thought could be
more or less identified with legal positivism, voiced rather astonishing
views on legal interpretation. He did not challenge the opinion that a legal
practitioner has various well-tested aids for interpretation. However, he
added: 'Unfortunately, there is no rule that would say when to use this and
when to use that aid. [...] The legal practitioners only select the instru
ment o f interpretation when they are certain o f the result. Actually, the socalled instruments o f interpretation are merely used to justify retrospec
tively that the legal practitioners have already found in the course o f a
creative and interpretative reading o f the text of the law.' (Radbruch
1929/1987: 325-326) In other words, the instruments of interpretation arc
there but they are less important in the 'creative' decision-making o f legal
practitioners and more important in the /Jo.sV /asVo /n.<,'Á'/?í'<7/Áv? o f deci
sions. Later on Radbruch devoted a separate essay o f limited length to the
issue of interpretation. (1935/1990: 23-28) He points out there that mo
dern laws arc not formulated by a single legislator, instead, they are the
sum total o f the views and efforts o f several persons. The legislator whose
intentions the researcher wishes to reveal is not a person whose job it is
to formulate the text o f a law, instead, it is the state. 'A law can be wiser
than its framer; and an interpreter can have a better understanding o f a
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taw than those writing it. Moreover, it is
that he shoutd better
understand it, as the taw must be apptied also to cases that might have
never occurred to tcgistators. The tegistators' intention is not an instru
ment but rather the goat o f interpretation/ Then tie carries on the follo
wing train of thought: 'tegat interpretation is not a retrospective recons
truction o f an idea someone thought o f in the past, instead, it is weighing
and unfotding those ideas. It is an inseparable mixture o f reproductive
and productive, theoretical and practical, cognitive and creative, objective
and subjective, scholarly and other than scholarly com ponents.'
(Radbruch 1935/1990: 23-24) The phrase that 'a law is wiser than its
fram er' clearly assigns Radbruch's position to the so-called objective
schools o f interpretation. That approach broke with the tendency o f legal
hermeneutics that had been prevalent since Savigny, according to which
interpretation equals the reconstruction o f a text, and reconstruction
means the recreation o f the
meaning o f the text.
As from the second half o f the 1930s, the application o f law by way
o f interpretation became dominant in Germany. Forsthoff carried out a
theoretical analysis o f that phenomenon (in the period 1940-1964) and
referred to it as 'judicial hermeneutics.' Mostly essays related to legal po
licy were published in the field o f hermeneutics in Germany in the after
war years and only few theoretical analyses. That shift o f emphasis was
because the era o f National Socialism demonstrated that interpretation
could easily turn into reinterpretation and as such could be used for the
political aims o f a repressive regime. (Ruthers 1989, 1991)
Helmut Coing, a philosopher of law and a historian o f law, came out
with a comprehensive work on the relation between the study o f legal
argumentation and hermeneutics in 1959, just one year before Gadamer
published his definitive work on hermeneutics. Coing - who offered a
synthesis o f the thoughts of Savigny and Schleierniacher - posited that
legal hermeneutics should rely on general (philosophical) hermeneutics
and the rules of interpretation established in it (Coing 1959: 13-17).
Coing clearly saw legal hermeneutics as a set o f methods. He formulated
the following rules for interpretation:
rM/e q/'o/y'cc7;'w'(v: effort should be made to understand the text
in itself;
o/iv/nTy: individual tenets should be related to the
whole and simultaneously, the whole should be related to the se
veral parts;
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- /Ac n;/e q/ AA/o/'/'c/'/y: each text expresses individua] thoughts in a
tanguage that has evolved in the course o f history; in the course of
application, that rule defines two contexts: one that is subjective
and biographica) and another that is objective and related to the
history of ideas;
- c.Yp/w*A:g /Ac /72c<7/?A?g o/ /Ac oA/cc/: it is a characteristic feature of
the structure o f statements that they refer to objective interretationships that )ie outside the realm of tanguage. By apptying that
rute o f interpretation, one can reveat the meanings o f a text that are
there "in addition" to the ones accorded to it by its author;
- /Ae ;://c q/co/n/M/'Ao/?: it is necessary to cottate various texts of
the same author, various texts written at the same time and/or texts
o f the same kind. Such a comparison can hetp exptore the charac
teristics o f texts.
The pubhcation o f Gadamer's ?%A/*Ac/7 //7/7 AVc/Ao7c in I960 and the
retated debate between Gadamer and Betti ptayed a key rote in the 20'''century history both of phitosophicat hermeneutics and tega! hermeneu
tics. Emitió Betti, an Itatian jurist, worked in retative isotation, which
means he did not influence the tegat thought o f his country for a tong
time. He was so ctosely associated with the German phitosophicat and
tega! cutture that he first pubtished his hermeneutic views in Germany
(Betti 1954). After seeing that there was no pubtic response to his
hermeneutic ideas as pubtished in a comprehensive work in ftatian, he
repubtished them in German transition. That made it possibte for him to
join the debate on Gadamer's hermeneutics (Betti 1955, t962).
Betti accepted Vico's important proposition that, from the viewpoint
o f human cognition, there is a fundamenta) difference between the natu
ral wortd and the wortd o f human societies. As for the tatter, cognition can
be complete because the wortd o f human societies has been created by
people; consequently, it is possibte to reconstruct the tife experiences of
the subjects that created them. Such a premise associates Betti with the
ctassicat hermeneutic tradition o f Schteicrmacher and Savigny's tradition
o f legal interpretation, both o f which postulate that understanding and
interpretation are, in the fina) analysis, recreation. That, by the way, is not
the onty issue where Betti carries on the ctassical hermeneutic tradition:
for Betti hermeneutics is a /n^/Aor/. He disagreed with Gadamer, who
emphasized that hermeneutics is not a method. Gadamer stated that inter-
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pretation is inseparabte from understanding and rejected the view that
interpretation was an auxiliary (external) instrument o f understanding.
Instead, Gadamer postulated interpretation as a characteristic o f therebeing (D nw /77). Despite of this difference in opinion, and although
Gadamer criticized Betti for regarding hermeneutics a method, he highly
appreciated Betti's contribution to hermeneutics.
Gadamer stated that the tradition of legal hermeneutics .s-Aotce;/ r/77
aw w p/e for the renewal o f philosophical hermeneutics. That it was exem
plary was not due to the accomplishments o f jurisprudence but to the
pract/c#/ character o f the activities o f jurists. It is impossible to eliminate
the distance between the universality of a law and the concreteness o f an
individual legal case, which means that jurists repeatedly face hermeneu
tic tasks. The source o f the problem is not any deficiency o f legislative
activity. In other words, even if legislation were more circumspect, the
text o f the laws would still need interpretation. Indeed, in every system of
legal regulation rules are supposed to be flexible, which at all times
necessitates interpretation. Such interpretation, says Gadamer, always
involves the creation o f a new r/gAt because the administration o f justice
by the courts can never be fully explained with the logic o f subsumption.
(Let me mention in passing: Gadamer left the classical, i.c., Savigny's,
tradition also in that respect because he considered legal hermeneutics as
the emergence of a
right.)
As could be seen above,jurists seek to concretize laws, that is, to ¿v/y/y
them. In Gadamcr's view it is the situation of application that ensures the
opportunity for interpretation. Interpretation and application are each other's
conditions, ff we take that as granted, inevitable is the following question:
what can one say about the hermeneutic situation of a legal historian who
wishes to interpret a law without anyone's intention to apply it. That is exact
ly the question that pitched Gadamer's position against Betti's.
In the course of his studies on legal hermeneutics, Betti separated cog
nitive interpretation from normative one. He claimed that interpretation is
normative if the understanding o f a text is followed by application, i.e.
compliance with the rules enshrined in the text. However, law cannot be
identified in its entirely with application. For the contemporaries law is a
/70/*/??, for posterity it is /77.sVo7y. Hence it follows that a legal historian has
the task o f cognitive interpretation. The legal historian needs to understand
the text of the law, which does not mean that his intention is to apply that
law. No, what he does is examining its application 777 f/7c p a - s t
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Not that Gadamer has ever chahenged the difference between the
work o f a fega) practitioner and that of a tegat historian (it was part of his
creed that a fega) practitioner afways grasps the meaning o f a ¡aw in con
nection with a concrete case, white no concrete case is posited for a ¡egat
historian), yet that difference never assumed fundamental importance in
his hermeneutics, fn Gadamer's opinion a ¡egat historian has to carry out
the same inquiry as a ¡egat practitioner. We have every reason to ask:
Why? The answer Gadamer offers is only partiahy satisfactory, even if
there are two - albeit simitar - answers in his book.
First o f att, tet us note that in Gadamer's opinion an inquiry o f a historicat type is onty possibte if the anatyst considers the past in continuity
with the present. In some more detait: a tegat historian can understand and
interpret a taw if he can find continuity between its origina) and presentday appheation. Gadamer's position has a theoretical deficiency: it can
onty be apptied to the interpretation of taws that are stitt vatid today.
However, tegat historians rarety anatyse such taws. They more often
examine taws that onty had a normative effect in the past. No doubt, it is
conceivable that a tegat practitioner who is facing concrete tegat probtem
- so as to get a more precise interpretation o f the taw in force - embarks
on a historical study by cottecting information about the appheation of
that taw in the past, f emphasize however that it woutd be a mistake to
conctude that the work o f a tegat practitioner who examines the histori
city o f a taw and the anatytica! activity o f a tegat historian are identicat.
Gadamer's second answer to the above question can be found in
those passages where he takes the example o f understanding an order to
iHustrate the simitarity between the hermeneutic situation o f a historian
and a tegat practitioner. Where there is an order (command), there have to
be persons obtiged to futfit it. The historian however does not betong to
that circte, he is not an addressee o f the order. However - and that is the
key sentence in Gadamer train o f thought - '. . . i f he ready wants to under
stand the order, then he must, idea)iter, perform /Ac .sw??c r/c/ [itatics by
A. K..] performed by the intended recipient of the order. The tatter atso,
who appties the order to himsetf is wett abte to distinguish between
understanding and obeying an order, ft is possibte for him not to obey
even when - indeed, precisely when - he has understood it.' (7h//A
Shced & Ward Ltd., London, 1975. p. 299.) Here again Gadamer
position needs to be augmented because it is one case when the addressee
o f an order understands the order and that is why he does not obey it. ft
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is another case when a historian understands an order and he docs not
obey it because in his worid that order has no rcievance or tegat effect.
Let us imagine the fohowing situation: in a country occupied by a foreign
power, the taws obtige the residents to cottaborate with the occupiers.
Some o f the residents understand that order but do not obey it as it runs
contrary to a command o f another type: their mora) conviction. Need!ess
to say, rejecting orders is risky. Occasionahy that may even endanger the
hie o f the addressee o f the order. But when a historian examines that
order and wishes to understand it, his theoretica) rejection o f the order
(that he understood) is an entirety different business from what the resi
dents o f the occupied )and do. Summing up: being in a different históri
ca) situation, in the course o f his hermeneutic anatysis a tega) historian
cannot 'accomptish' the same deed as the addressee o f such an order.
Betti disagreed with Gadamer on evatuating the rote o f appheation.
Gadamer saw it as the centra) component o f tega) hermeneutics, white
Betti on)y treated it as a part of the work of tega) practitioner, tn Betti's
view Gadamer overtooked the difference between the situation o f a tegat
historian and that o f a tegat practitioner. Betti ctaimed that in the fietd of
taw histórica) on research on a taw that is stitt vatid today is different from
the case when that taw is not vatid any more. Betti stated that onty in the
tatter case coutd we speak of a purcty histórica) interpretation. As rute, a
tegat historian examines taws that do not exert any normative influence
on present-day attitudes. Histórica] hermeneutics and normative tegat
hermeneutics are not anaiogous. The appheation o f taw requires tegat
interpretation with reference to present-day society, tn that respect it is
essentia) that the tegat practitioner has to concretize the taw, i.c., he has
to carry out
By contrast, there is no appheation in the case of
historicat interpretation o f a contemptative nature.
We can notice a conspicuous influence o f G adam cr's tegat
hermeneutics (as expounded in his phitosophicat hermeneutics) on the
German tegat thought o f previous decades. During the 1960s and 1970s
the hermeneutic approach struck roots both in German tega) dogmatics
and tegat methodology, as for instance, in the writings o f Arthur
Kaufmann and his disciptes (Winfried Hassemer and Utrich Schroth). We
might atso mention Kart Larcnz, an eminent anatyst o f mcthodotogicat
probtems. Originatty, he kept at a distance from tegat hermeneutics.
However, as from the )960s, he came dose to a Hegctian diatecticathermeneutic interpretation o f taw. What is more, his discipte, Joachim
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Hruschka (1972) began his career as an analyst o f thcoretica) tcgat prob)ems as an advocate of hermeneutics. Esser (1972), who used to betong
to a school other than hermeneutic, with time also contributed to the
hermeneutic line of thought.
In the final section o f this survey 1 am going to describe briefly some
more recent theoretical accomplishments in this rather heterogeneous
field. Kaufmann sought to build a bridge between traditional legal
hermeneutics and Gadamer's approach. He was o f the view that the basic
premises o f general hermeneutics could be transferred to legal hermeneu
tics (Kaufmann 1984: 92-95). To illustrate how seriously Kaufmann was
devoted to the study o f hermeneutics, suffice it to mention that the
Fc.s'/.sc/n7/? issued by his disciples and followers on his 60"* birthday was
entitled: D/7?7C/;s/one/7 c/e;* //c/wc/?c7Á;A' (Hasscmcr 1984).
Kaufmann associated hermeneutics with both legislative activity and
the application o f law. He wrote that in legislation the hermeneutic
process can be grasped in that a legislator needs to find mediation
between the universal legal rules and supposed possible cases, and the
two have to be continuously cross-referenced. It goes without saying that
a law will never be 'completed,' it can never become reality, only an
opportunity for legal action. However, what we have here is not a defi
ciency or the absence o f something. That situation derives from the
essence o f legislative work. Even if that were possible, it would still be a
mistake to give unequivocal wording to laws because o f the unlimited
diversity of life situations (Kaufmann 1984: 61-63).
For a judge the abstract norm that is 'objectively' there and the amor
phous legal case are only raw material. He has to transform the abstract
factum into a concrete one. He may not proceed by making isolated acts;
instead, his steps need to be circularly cross-referenced. For Kaufmann
the hermeneutic circle was not a methodological issue. With reference to
Heidegger, he stressed that what matters is not leaving that circle but
entering it in the right way (Kaufmann 1984: 74-77). The hermeneutic
process is simultaneously objective and subjective; the role o f the inter
preter is not passive; what he does is not 'subsumption' o f a case under a
law. Instead, the role o f the interpreter is active and formative. That ho
wever does not involve subjectivism as it stands on the ground of tradi
tion. The logic o f subsumption is untenable also because one has to match
a factum with a norm. In other words, at a concrete legal decision, one has
to transcend the methodological dualism o f being and norms, and that is
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"not exclusively a logical act o f subsumption but is an extremeiy complex
analogous and creative act o f interconnection" (Kaufmann 1984: 122).
That thought was Kaufmann's novel contribution to legal hermeneutics.
When he spoke of matching
and
he did not mean either the
identity or the difference o f those two spheres, instead, their
character. That has exerted considerable influence on hermeneutics inas
much as it challenged the dogma about the essential difference between
interpretation and analogy.
The writings on legal hermeneutics by Kaufmann's disciples made
further contributions to that Held. Let me only refer here to a noteworthy
thought by Neumann. In his search for the specifity o f legal hermeneutics
Neumann firmly claimed that 'the need for a self-sufficient legal
hermeneutics arises exactly when a text is seen as the expression o f com
pulsory and valid legal norms and legal principles, in other words, when
a text
the status o f being only seen as a text' (Neumann 1984:
50). A legal text is normative when it defines a compulsory course o f
action, which means it qualitatively differs from, say, the interpretation of
a work o f art. As law involves validity in addition to texts, 'there is more
to the normative character o f legal texts than their correct understanding,
namely, conec/
as w ell' (Neumann 1984: 53). That is why he sums
up his position as follows: 'legal hermeneutics has the task both o f under
standing a text and understanding related action' (Neumann ¡984: 55).
Neumann added that Gadamcr's notion o f application was 'overbur
dened.' As that term is 'multi-layered,' there is the danger o f identifying
understanding by a historian and by a legal practitioner. Application
spanned two types o f 'gaps' simultaneously: one that separates the past
from the present, and the one that divides the universality o f the text o f a
law and the particularity o f a factum that needs judicial decision on the
basis o f a legal text (Neumann 1984: 51).
For several decades Karl Larenz has been studying, and published
important works of legal dogmatics on the basis of how judges pass deci
sions on individual cases. He proposes the following premise: methodology
is normative inasmuch as it is the meta-science of a normative scholarship
(jurisprudence). For legal methodology notions like 'sub-section of a rule of
law,' 'legal consequence' and 'validity' have the same meaning as for
jurisprudence. As for technical terms of methodology (as for instance, nar
row or extended interpretation, analogy, concretizing a value standard, etc.),
they only appear in the vocabulary of jurists if and when they carry out a
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method-conscious activity. How to identify the connection between this
lega) methodoiogy and hermeneutics? At the leve) of genera! definitions
Larenz states that methodotogy is the hermeneutic se!f-inquiry o f jurispru
dence and hermeneutics is the schotarship o f the preconditions of cognition.
Larenz offers a more concrete definition, where he a!so outhnes the compe
tence of tega! hermeneutics: 'As jurisprudence atways has to dea) 0A0 with
texts (!aws, judicia! decisions, contracts between individuáis, documents
expressing the intentions of peopte), in a broader sense, hemieneutics which is the schoiarship of understanding - has outstanding importance for
characterizing these aspects of the activities o f jurists, though in itsetf, it is
insufficient for that purpose' (Larenz 1991: 7).
Chahenging Gadamer's opinion, Larenz stresses the differentiation
between understanding and interpretation. For him the tatter is understanding
pA/.s //;<? uwy /Ac /'/rr/nArr re/a/cs- /o AA .saA/cc/. !n Larenz's view interpreta
tion varies from understanding atso because it is cahed into action when the
direct understanding of a text becomes proA/c/HaAc. Such probtems can arise
due to various causes: for instance, the text is obscure or has severa! readings
or it refers to other, !ess known texts. When a text is to be interpreted, the
interpreter needs to choose the correct meaning from among severa! possibte
ones. When Larenz states (!99L 204-205) that a text can be 'probtcmatic'
not onty because o f its obscurity, interna! contradictions, etc., but due a!so to
the fact that, when jurists read !cga! texts, probtems incvitab!y arise because
texts atways a!!ow room for the readers to find more than one meaning in
them - we!!, with such a statement Larenz tacit!y imphes that both tega! prac
titioner and !ega! schotars inevitab!y have to interpret !ega! texts.
From a lega! point of view the purpose of !aw interpretation is 'finding
out the normative meaning o f taws.' That, in Larenz's opinion, cannot be
ascribed to the so-ca!!cd 'wit! [vohtion] o f the !aw.' Those who identify
the normative meaning of !aws with an aüeged 'w iü o f the !aw,' unjustifiabty personify taws. After a!!, on!y a person can wi!! something or a
certain number o f persons can have a common wi!!. Larenz says the
notion of'w it! o f the !aw' is used to hide the contradiction that might arise
between the origina! intentions o f the !cgis!ator and the misinterpreted
content o f the !aw concerned. When we use the word 'wi!!,' we may on!y
rétate it to the vohtion o f the !egis!ator (Larenz 199!: 318-3)9).
!t is a widety he!d view among practitioners o f !ega! hermeneutics
that the normative meaning o f !ega! texts can onty be reconstructed in
consideration o f the vahdity requirement concerned. Hence it fohows that
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legal hermeneutics has practica) as wci] as theoretica) tasks. Due to that
orientation to praxis, interpretation focuses not just on the issue o f truth,
but aiso on questions o f decision-making. At the beginning o f the )980s
Krawietz wrote that, despite the iivety theoretica] and methodological
discussion o f Gadamer's fundamenta) work, the hermeneutic approach
could not regain the high prestige it used to have, for instance, in the ! 7"'-I9"'
centuries. Krawietz exptained that in the following way: legal hermeneu
tics connected itself too intimatety and uncritically to phi!osophica)
hermeneutics. Proof o f that is an excessively broad definition o f 'text.'
Put ironically, many people treat everything under the sun as 'text.' By
contrast, traditional legal hermeneutics applied a narrow interpretation of
legal texts. It only dealt with legal texts that it considered relevant from a
normative point o f view; texts that 'in the legal system functioned with a
mandatory effect as valid legal prescriptions for all addressees' (Krawietz
1983: 380).
In the field o f legal hermeneutics Krawietz clearly separated interpre
tation carried out when a legal text was created from the one, canned out
during later stages of its validity. Such differentiation, he argued, is justified
because the context of the text might change in the meantime. Such changes
in context can be temporal and can refer to the social status o f interpreters.
Krawietz called the time of formulating the text as primary context and sub
sequent stages in its validity secondary context. In its relation to primary
context, legal hermeneutics is reconstructive, while in its relation to se
condary context, it is applicative (Krawietz 1983: 381-382).
Having surveyed some key matters o f legal hermeneutics and certain
theoretical propositions of its most outstanding scholars, let me briefly
examine an issue that has been partly discussed above. As has been men
tioned, Radbruch wrote that the instruments o f interpretation are used for
retrospective justification rather than making the rights decision. Even if
such a straightforward opinion is received with reservation, we cannot
sidestep the question whether or not interpretation is connected to the jus
tification o f legal decisions. Supposing such a connection exists - namely,
that interpretation both supports decision-making and its justification - then
we have to talk about another contextual function o f interpretation, name
ly, its role in promoting the reception o f decisions. Strictly speaking,
those issues belong to the study o f argumentation; and the relationship
between the study o f argumentation and legal hermeneutics has been
hardly explored.
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Various arguments can be deptoyed to justify a judicia) decision: the
court can refer to the security of the iegai system, the evaiuation o f con
sequences, people's sense o f legitimacy, common sense, the unity rules of
law, etc. It is a pivotal question of the various theories o f argumentation
how to rank arguments. As long the parties to a legal action only rank
arguments by the strength o f those arguments (as some arguments may
ensure winning a suit and others losing it), the judge will need the argu
ments to justify the 'correctness' of his decision. Occasionally it seems as
if supposing a law's claim for rightfulness was a part o f hermeneutic ¿7
¿//-/'or/ understanding. However, a legal text's 'claim for sense' and 'claim
for rightfulness' cannot be found on the same level because the dichoto
my o f just and unjust is a differentiation to be found w/W;//? the sphere of
the understandable. It is fact that proves that legal hermeneutics is indis
pensable in the day-to-day administration o f justice.
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RESÜMEE
Juristische Hermeneutik in der neuzeitlichen deutschen
Rechtswissenschaft
ANDRÁS KARÁCSONY
Die Hermeneutik (Auslegungslehre) ist ein grundlegender Bestandteil der
juristischen Tätigkeit - von der Gesetzgebung bis zur Rechtsanwendung.
Der Jurist arbeitet immer auch mit Texten. Er vergleicht Texte mit
anderen Texten, beziehungsweise er legt konkrete Fälle auf Grund juris
tischer Texte aus. Es ist verständlich, daß die hermeneutischen Gedanken
über den ursprünglichen Anwendungsbereich (Philosophie, Religion)
hinaus gingen und auch in der Welt der Rechte eine wichtige Rolle über
nahmen. Die Studie ist ein Überblick über die Geschichte des deutschen
juristischen Denkens der letzten zweihundert Jahre, und sie stellt zwei
wirkungsvolle Ideen ins Zentrum der Analyse. Die eine ist die juristische
Auslegungslehre von Savigny, die in der Juristenausbildung bis heute
präsent ist. Die andere ist die philosophische Hermeneutik von Gadamcr,
die besonders betont hat, daß es in der Rechtswissenschaft Möglichkeiten
zur Anwendung der Hermeneutik gibt.

